
MAGNUM SERIES

Serious training requires serious equipment. Equipment that has established 

a legacy of performance and function at the highest levels. That’s exactly 

what Magnum delivers. This broad line withstands the rigorous training of pro 

athletes, yet it offers the ergonomic excellence and comfort that every user 

wants, making it ideal for your facility.

+

Note: In photos on the following pages, all Olympic bars, dumbbells and weight plates are not included unless specified.



Durable Construction

Highlighted by heavy-gauge steel tubing, our 

equipment is built to withstand the rigorous 

strength training of professional  

sports teams. 

Frame Finish

A standard two-coat powder coating 

produces an automotive-quality finish that’s 

highly resistant to chips and scratches.

Independent Converging/
Diverging Motion

Independent converging and diverging 

motions on select plate-loaded units produce 

a natural resistance training movement for a 

superior feel.

Color-coded Adjustment Points

Conveniently located adjustment points are 

clearly marked for ease of use.

Ergonomics and Biomechanics

All Magnum products are designed to be 

comfortable while providing motion that feels 

natural and is mechanically correct.

Variety

Comprehensive variety of products to meet 

the training needs of any commercial facility.

Round Tubing

In addition to being aesthetically distinctive, 

our round-tube construction provides 

unmatched strength and durability.

Multi-station Configurations

System with multiple stations provides 

custom configurability to meet your  

facility needs.

+ + + +

+ + + +
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OTHER POPULAR
CONFIGURATIONS

The 17 different machines in the 900 series of tower stations provide the  

ultimate training variety for your customers. You can use them as stand-alone 

units, or you can link them to maximize your space and create the exact  

layout you want. Back-to-back, S-shaped or almost any other configuration  

is possible to fit your facility.

MULTIPLE CONFIGURATIONS

TOWER
STATIONS +

+
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+

1:2 ratio enables smooth resistance and extended travel

large support handles provide extra stability

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS924)

Adjustable Crossover
MG-924
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Adjustable Pulley
MG-923

Chest Press
MG-922

Dual Adjustable Pulley
MG-DP923

column adjusts to provide exercise variety  

with 17 positions

drop-down incremental weight system provides  

smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS923)

dual grips for added exercise variety and comfort

drop-down incremental weight system provides  

smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS922)

column adjusts into 17 positions

dual rotational pulleys for added exercise variety  

and independent motion

drop-down incremental weight system provides  

smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FSDP923)

+ ++
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+ +

dual grips for added variety and comfort

dual function with a space-saving design

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS936)

thigh pads easily adjust to provide stability and comfort

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS921) 

Lat PulldownRear Delt / Fly
MG-936 MG-921
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thigh pads easily adjust to provide stability and comfort

dual rotational pulleys for added exercise variety and independent motion

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FSDP921)

large foot platform for added stability

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS926)

Dual-pulley Lat Pulldown
MG-DP921

Low Row
MG-926
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dual rotational pulleys for added exercise variety and independent motion

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FSDP926)

dual function with a space-saving design 

thigh pads easily adjust to provide stability and comfort

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS946) 

Lat Pulldown / Low RowDual-pulley Low Row
MG-DP926 MG-946
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Dip / Chin Assist
MG-937

Triceps Pushdown
MG-942

Biceps Curl
MG-911

dual grips for added exercise variety

dual function with a space-saving design

large knee pad for comfort and stability

drop-down incremental weight system provides  

smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS937)

compact, space-saving design

large backpad for support

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS942)

arm pad is angled for stability and limits shoulder movement  

during exercise

easy entry and exit

drop-down incremental weight system provides  

smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS911)

+ ++
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large foot platform for added stability

low step-over height provides easy entry and exit

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS903)

dual grips for added exercise variety

dual function with a space-saving design

compact space-saving design

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS947)
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Biceps / Triceps Leg Press
MG-903MG-947
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+ +

adjustable backrest for comfort and alignment

self-adjusting tibia pad for ease of use

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS901)

divergent angled pads encourage full range of motion and help reduce lower-back stress

self-adjusting lower leg pad for ease of use

drop-down incremental weight system provides smaller increases in weight

available as a freestanding unit (MG-FS902)

Leg Extension
MG-901

Prone Leg Curl
MG-902
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+ +

unique lower handles support wheelchair users

cable column adjusts to provide exercise variety with 17 positions

direct roll-in wheelchair design

chest pad easily rotates to switch between exercises

dual function for added exercise variety
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Chest Press / RowAdjustable Pulley
MG-ADA23 MG-ADA2220
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gas-assisted arm pad for ease of use

elbow pads help alleviate shoulder stress and provide greater stability and comfort

dual function for added exercise variety

wheelchair accessible

direct roll-in wheelchair design

oversized arm pads eliminate need for adjustments

Biceps / Lat Pulldown
MG-ADA1121

Pec Deck
MG-ADA18
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Incredibly beneficial for beginners and professional athletes alike, this exclusive system 

uses pivoting uprights to place the bar directly over the user. We call them Breaker Benches 

because they eliminate the need for assistance to break the bar, allowing users to get into 

the start position with less stress on their joints. Greater comfort, easier takeoffs and 

increased efficiency add up to a superior solution for all users in resistance training.

EASIER TAKEOFFS

BREAKER
BENCHES

+
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Uprights resting in the  
start position

Uprights pivoted  
to forward position* shown with optional color accent
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molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage, reduce noise and provide a hand rest for spotters 

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts

10 weight-storage horns (20.4-kg / 45-lb. plates store at waist height)

designed to meet EN957 and ASTM safety standards

available without weight-storage horns (MG-A78N)
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+ +

uprights pivot forward into ideal starting position – directly over the user for easy takeoff

molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage, reduce noise and provide  

a hand rest for spotters 

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts

10 weight-storage horns (20.4-kg / 45-lb. plates store at waist height)

designed to meet EN957 and ASTM safety standards

available without weight-storage horns (MG-A678N)

Olympic Flat BenchBreaker Olympic Flat Bench
MG-A678 MG-A78
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molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage, reduce noise and provide a hand rest for spotters 

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts 

ratcheting seat design for ease of use and adjustment

10 weight-storage horns (20.4-kg / 45-lb. plates store at waist height)t

built-in spotter platform

designed to meet EN957 and ASTM safety standards 

available without weight-storage horns (MG-A679N)

Breaker Olympic Incline Bench
MG-A679

Olympic Incline Bench
MG-A79

uprights pivot forward into ideal starting position – directly over the user for easy takeoff

molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage, reduce noise and provide a hand rest for spotters 

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts

ratcheting seat design for ease of use and adjustment

10 weight-storage horns (20.4-kg / 45-lb. plates store at waist height)

built-in spotter platform

designed to meet EN957 and ASTM safety standards

available without weight-storage horns (MG-A679N)
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+ +

molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage, reduce noise and provide a hand rest for spotters 

pivoting knee rests easily accommodate users of all sizes

10 weight-storage horns (20.4-kg / 45-lb. plates store at waist height)

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts

designed to meet EN957 and ASTM safety standards

available without weight-storage horns (MG-A80N)
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Olympic Decline BenchBreaker Olympic Decline Bench
MG-A680 MG-A80

molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage, reduce noise and provide a hand rest for spotters 

uprights pivot forward into ideal starting position – directly over the user for easy takeoff

10 weight-storage horns (20.4-kg / 45-lb. plates store at waist height)

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts

designed to meet EN957 and ASTM safety standards

available without weight-storage horns (MG-A680N)
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uprights pivot forward into ideal starting position – directly over the user for easy takeoff

molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage, reduce noise and provide a hand rest for spotters 

built-in spotter platform

10 weight-storage horns (20.4-kg / 45-lb. plates store at waist height)

designed to meet EN957 and ASTM safety standards

available without weight-storage horns (MG-A645N)

molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage, reduce noise and provide a hand rest for spotters 

10 weight-storage horns are standard

front and rear takeoffs connected with bottom stop bar

built-in spotter platform

designed to meet EN957 and ASTM safety standards

available without weight-storage horns (MG-A45N)

Breaker Olympic Shoulder Bench Olympic Shoulder Bench 
MG-A45MG-A645
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molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage,  

reduce noise and provide a hand rest for spotters

flat bench press, incline press and shoulder press  

can all be performed with simple adjustments

easy-to-use seat automatically moves into the proper position  

when the back is adjusted

10 weight-storage horns hold over 454 kg / 1000 lbs. of Olympic plates

designed to meet EN957 and ASTM safety standards

3-way Olympic Bench 
MG-C895 
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Multi-adjustable Bench
MG-A85

Multi-adjustable Bench 
w/ Decline
MG-A86

Flat Bench
MG-A59

seat automatically adjusts with the back pad for ease of use

adjustable back pad with 5 positions from 0 to 80 degrees

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts

protective molded guards in high wear/scuff areas

integrated wheels provide easy movement within facility

drop-away handle and wheels provide easy movement

backrest adjusts into 7 positions marked in degrees –  

decline: 15 and 0 degrees; incline: 15, 30, 60 and 80 degrees

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts

protective molded guards in high wear/scuff areas

leg pads provide added stability

integrated wheels provide easy movement within facility

single cross leg provides more freedom for users

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts

protective molded guards in high wear/scuff areas

integrated wheels provide easy movement within facility

+ ++
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+ +

oversized foot supports provide maximum stability

protective molded guards in high wear/scuff areas

oversized rubber foot platforms provide added stability

integrated wheels for ease of transport

locking rods for attachment to power racks

lever allows user to adjust length of bench while seated

seat automatically adjusts to proper angle as the backrest is adjusted

drop-away handle and wheels provide easy movement
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Flat-to-incline Bench  
w/ Horizontal Adjustment

Utility Bench
MG-A87

MG-A695
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+ +

arm pad height adjusts to easily accommodate users of all sizes

durable extruded guards for frame and bar protection

utilizing both sides of the machine increases functionality and saves space

angled, ratcheting seat for proper body positioning

durable extruded guards for frame and bar protection

Standing Arm Curl Preacher Curl
MG-A62MG-A71
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oversized round handles for added comfort on dip

angled back support, elbow pads and handles provide added stability and comfort

multiple chin grips and rock-climbing grips for added exercise variety

VKR w/ Chin
MG-A63C
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+ +

9 adjustments from 10 to 30 degrees

gas shock for easy adjustment

wide back pad stabilizes users during heavy lifts

protective molded guards in high wear/scuff areas

integrated wheels for easy transport

adjustable leg pad accomodates all users

protective molded guards in high wear/scuff areas

back support pivots into 6 different positions from 0 to 25 degrees

elevated knee position reduces low-back stress

Adjustable Decline Bench Adjustable Ab Bench
MG-A77MG-A61
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+ +

fixed-bottom stops provide added security

molded urethane guards protect Olympic bars from damage and reduce noise 

4 racking positions and 10 weight-storage horns are standard

bottom stops can also be used to hold bar for various exercises

step-through design

leg pads and oversized footplate can be adjusted while in exercise position

leg pads’ vertical adjustment is gas-assisted for ease of adjustment

handles to perform reverse hyperextensions

hooks to attach bands for reverse hyperextensions

Glute Ham BenchSquat Rack
MG-A81 MG-A96
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Back Extension Bench
MG-A93

Weight Tree
MG-A67

Barbell Rack 
MG-A68

large thigh pads and skid-resistant foot platform for added stability

handles for easy entry and exit

protective molded guards in high wear/scuff areas

gas shock for easy adjustments

durable extruded guards for frame and bar protection

horizontal storage for 10 straight or E-Z Curl bars

+ ++

8 chromed weight horns, 3 of which accommodate 20.4-kg / 45-lb. plates

maximum capacity: over 454 kg / 1000 lbs. of Olympic plates
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2-tier Dumbbell Rack w/ Saddles
MG-A84

3-tier Dumbbell Rack w/ Saddles

storage space for 10 pairs of pro-style dumbbells of any size

offset angle prevents wrist strain when removing and replacing dumbbells

storage space for 15 pairs of pro-style dumbbells of any size

offset angle prevents wrist strain when removing and replacing dumbbells

+ +

MG-A42
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2-tier Flat-tray  
Dumbbell Rack

3-tier Beauty Bell Rack
MG-A44

3-tier Flat-tray  
Dumbbell Rack
MG-A688

2.4 m / 8’ rack holds rubber hex dumbbells weighing  

a) 2.3 - 22.7 kg / 5 - 50 lbs. or b) 24.9 - 45.4 kg / 55 - 100 lbs.

also available: 1.8 m / 6’, 2-tier flat-tray dumbell rack (MG-A697)

2.4 m / 8’ rack holds rubber hex dumbbells weighing  

1.4 - 45.4 kg / 3 - 100 lbs.

also available: 1.8 m / 6’, 3-tier flat-tray dumbell rack (MG-A689)

+ ++

flat-tray beauty bell rack accommodates rubber or urethane dumbbells 

MG-A696 
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Step-up Platform w/ Handle

Horizontal Plate Rack
MG-A301

Attachment Storage Rack
MG-A303

MG-SUP

Hi Boy Bumper Plate Rack
MG-A305

8 slots for bumper-plate storage at waist height

2 Olympic bar holders and one storage horn for clamps

20 cm / 8” step-up height

holds: (4) 45-lb. bumper plates, (2) 25-lb. bumper plates, (2) 10-lb. bumper plates, (4) 10-lb. rubber-coated 

Olympic plates, (4) 5-lb. rubber-coated Olympic plates, and (4) 2.5-lb. rubber-coated Olympic plates

includes 1 horn to hold collars

stores resistance chains and bands; also stores options for your Power Racks,  

such as dip bars, technique scoops, step-up platforms, etc.

accessories not included

+ +

++
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+ +

independent converging motion provides a natural path of motion

adjustable back pad facilitates range of motion

ratcheting seat for easy adjustment

main frame and lifting arms constructed of 7.6 cm / 3” round steel tubing

independent converging motion provides a natural path of motion

weight-storage horns standard

back pad adjusts to control range of motion

main frame and lifting arms constructed of 7.6 cm / 3” round steel tubing

Vertical Bench Press Supine Bench Press
MG-A416MG-A422
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Incline Bench Press
MG-A417

Shoulder Press
MG-A414

Vertical Decline 
Bench Press

independent converging motion provides a natural path of motion

ratcheting seat for easy adjustment 

back pad adjusts for optimal range of motion

4 integrated weight-storage horns

main frame and lifting arms constructed of 7.6 cm / 3” round  

steel tubing

independent converging motion provides a natural path of motion

ratcheting seat for easy adjustment 

adjustable seat pad for optimal range of motion

4 integrated weight-storage horns

main frame and lifting arms constructed of 7.6 cm / 3” round steel tubing

independent converging motion provides a natural path of motion

ratcheting seat for easy adjustment 

back pad adjusts to control range of motion

6 integrated weight-storage horns

main frame and lifting arms constructed of 7.6 cm / 3” round steel tubing

+ ++

MG-A480
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+ +

independent diverging motion provides a natural path of motion

ratcheting seat for easy adjustment

triple-pivot handles provide freedom to rotate, supinate or pronate your grip throughout the exercise

large rubber footpads for added stability and comfort

main frame and lifting arms constructed of 7.6 cm / 3” round steel tubing

independent diverging motion provides a natural path of motion

ratcheting seat for easy adjustment

triple-pivot handles provide freedom to rotate, supinate or pronate your grip throughout the exercise

2 integrated weight-storage horns

main frame with weight-storage horns and movement arms constructed of 7.6 cm / 3” round steel tubing

Seated Row Lat Pulldown
MG-A435MG-A420
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Leg Press
MG-A51

Standing Calf
MG-A486

Hack Squat

large foot platform accommodates a variety of movements

foot platform rides on 5.1 cm / 2” linear shafts and bearings for 

smooth movement

entire upper body, including head, is supported by adjustable pads

dual starting points and 2 adjustable stop points accommodate  

users of all sizes

4 integrated weight-storage horns

adjustable shoulder pads accommodate users of all sizes

curved footplate for added user comfort

large, adjustable angled footplate

carriage rides on 5.1 cm / 2” linear shaft and bearings for  

smooth movement

dual starting positions with two adjustable stops to accommodate 

users of all sizes

2 integrated weight-storage horns

+ ++

MG-A50
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Seated Calf
MG-A53

4-way Neck
MG-404

Reverse Back Extension
MG-405

exercise arm pivots on pillow-block bearings for smooth movement

adjustable thigh hold-down with handles

angled foot platform for added user comfort

counterbalanced arm for optimal starting resistance

counterweighted pivoting head pads provide additional comfort during use

adjustable seat and 4 handles provide comfortable user positioning

2 weight-storage horns

adjustable starting point to select desired range of motion

leg pad can be locked in forward position to use without resistance

dual hand grips provide added variety and comfort

2 weight-storage horns

+ ++
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Make an unmistakable statement with the most serious training equipment available:  

Matrix MEGA Racks. Boasting 7-gauge steel uprights and quarter-inch thick frames, 

these fully featured racks are proven to last in the most rigorous lifting environments, 

including pro sports facilities. Multiple accessories are available for these racks, adding 

variety and versatility to your strength area. Best of all, MEGA Racks can be customized 

in a variety of ways to add an exclamation point to your statement.

THE ULTIMATE IN STRENGTH TRAINING

MEGA 
RACKS

+
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Lock-in Adjustable Bench

Our MG-A695 bench is an additional option 

for Power Racks. It quickly and easily locks 

the horizontally adjustable bench in place for 

proper alignment in the rack. This horizontal 

adjustment ensures that the seat is at the 

proper angle as the backrest is adjusted.

+

* shown with optional accessories
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MEGA Half RackMEGA Power Rack
MG-MR47 MG-MR690

fully enclosed style offers ideal spotting abilities

as shown with integrated foldaway spotter stands, adjustable safety bars, dual-grip chin bar, bar storage,  

band storage and weight storage

J-hooks made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect bar knurling from scratches

visual height indicator and colored locking pin make bar-level changes quick and easy

3 retractable lower band pegs on each side (6 total)

available without integrated foldaway spotter stands (MG-MR47N)

open-front design gives users freedom of movement

as shown with integrated foldaway spotter stands, adjustable safety bars, dual-grip chin bar, bar storage,  

band storage and weight storage 

J-hooks made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect bar knurling from scratches

visual height indicator and colored locking pin make bar-level changes quick and easy

3 retractable lower band pegs on each side (6 total)

available without integrated foldaway spotter stands (MG-MR690N)
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+ +

MEGA Open Rack MEGA Double Half Rack
MG-MR691MG-MR694

designed for training efficiency

as shown with 2 sets of integrated foldaway spotter stands, adjustable safety bars, dual-grip chin bars, bar 

storage, band storage and weight storage

J-hooks made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect bar knurling from scratches

visual height indicator and colored locking pin make bar-level changes quick and easy

3 retractable lower band pegs on each side per half rack (12 total)

available without integrated foldaway spotter stands (MG-MR691N, MG-MR691-7N and MG-MR691-9N)

designed for a variety of lifts – presses, squats, overhead lifts and more

as shown with integrated foldaway spotter stands, adjustable safety bars, dual-grip chin bars, bar storage,  

band storage and weight storage

J-hooks made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect bar knurling from scratches

visual height indicator and colored locking pin make bar-level changes quick and easy

3 retractable lower band pegs on each side (6 total)

available without integrated foldaway spotter stands (MG-MR694N and MG694-9N)
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+

fully enclosed style offers ideal spotting abilities

as shown with integrated foldaway spotter stands, adjustable safety bars,  

dual-grip chin bar, bar storage, band storage and weight storage 

J-hooks made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect  

bar knurling from scratches

visual height indicator and colored locking pin make  

bar-level changes quick and easy

available without integrated foldaway spotter stands (MG-A47N,  

MG-A47-7N and MG-A47-9N)

Power Rack
MG-A47
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Half Rack
MG-A690

Open Rack
MG-A694

open-front design gives users freedom of movement

as shown with integrated foldaway spotter stands, adjustable safety bars, bar storage, band storage  

and weight storage

J-hooks made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect bar knurling from scratches

visual height indicator and colored locking pin make bar-level changes quick and easy

available without integrated foldaway spotter stands (MG-A690N, MG-A690-7N and MG-A690-9N)

designed for a variety of lifts – presses, squats, overhead lifts and more

as shown with integrated foldaway spotter stands, adjustable safety bars, bar storage, band storage 

and weight storage

J-hooks made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect bar knurling from scratches

visual height indicator and colored locking pin make bar-level changes quick and easy

available without integrated foldaway spotter stands (MG-A694N and MG-A694-9N)

+ +
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solid rubber and wooden surface options available with inserts on all racks

urethane-finished hardwood surface and full subfloor framing are ideal for maximum performance  

and lasting durability

platform is enclosed by steel tubing to maintain appearance over time

framework is fastened to the rack for ultimate stability

optional printed logos to enhance your facility’s appearance

available in 183 x 244 cm / 6’ x 8’ and 244 x 244 cm / 8’ x 8’ configurations

PlatformsDouble Half Rack
MG-A691

designed for training efficiency

as shown with 2 sets of integrated foldaway spotter stands, adjustable safety bars, dual-grip chin bars,  

bar storage, band storage and weight storage

J-hooks made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect bar knurling from scratches

visual height indicator and colored locking pin make bar-level changes quick and easy

available without integrated foldaway spotter stands (MG-A691N, MG-A691-7N and MG-A691-9N)
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Reverse J-hooks Dip Bars

Nameplate Core Handle

OPT1R

OPT14 

OPT3 OPT13

OPT16 OPT17

Land Mine Attachment

Jammin Arms

display your logo proudly above your Power Rack

plate is color-matched to the frame with 7.6 cm / 3” block letters  

available in white or black

also available: Nameplate (OPT15) for use on MEGA Racks

also available: Nameplate (OPT18) for use on Power Racks and  

MEGA Power Racks that have Rotating Chin Handles

handle attachment for Land Mine option (OPT13 or MOPT13)

used with an Olympic bar and Land Mine Attachment  

for added training variety

multiple grips for added exercise variety

angled pressing arms can be placed at 13 different heights for added training variety

also available: Reverse Jammin Arms (OPT17R) for use on Power Racks

also available: Jammin Arms w/ Band Attachments (OPT17B) for use on  

Half Racks and Double Half Racks

also available: Reverse Jammin Arms w/ Band Attachments (OPT17RB) for use  

on Power Racks

made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect bar knurling

for use on the outside of Power and Open Racks

used on any Half Rack for body-weight dips

also available: Reverse Dip Bars (OPT3R) for attaching to the  

outside uprights of the Power and Open Rack

attaches to any Power Rack for rotational training (bar not included)

also available: Land Mine Attachment (MOPT13) for use on MEGA Power Racks 
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Safety Arm Storage

Technique Scoops

3-peg Band Pegs Step-up Platform

Rotating Chin Handles Fat Bar J-hooks

OPT21

OPT8

OPT4 OPT7

OPT2 OPT26

bolt-on storage for safety arms provides easy access to arms  

when not in use

also available: Safety Arm Storage (OPT22) for use on  

MEGA Racks

large cradles accept bumper plates to assist with Olympic lifts  

and customized takeoff heights

also available: Reverse Technique Scoops (OPT8R)

handles rotate into multiple positions for added exercise variety

also available: Rotating Chin Handles (OPT12) for use on  

Power Racks only

oversized hooks accommodate large diameter Olympic bars

made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) to protect bar knurling

also available: Reverse Fat Bar J-hooks (OPT26R)

band pegs provide added training variety

also available: 2-peg Band Pegs (OPT5)

adjustable height platform provides additional body-weight exercises  

for use with Power Racks

also available: Reverse Step-up Platform (OPT7R)
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Platform Ramp
OPT11

Custom Platform Logo
OPT10 

display your facility logo proudly with this option

Straight Chin Bar
OPT24 

horizontal chinning bar for multiple exercise options

also available: Straight Chin Bar (OPT25) for use on Power Racks

ramp allows for gradual incline to the power rack platform

also available: Platform Ramp (MOPT11) for use on MEGA Power Racks

Squat Handles
OPT6

squat handles can be set at any height on all rack uprights
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Crossover Bar w/ Chin Handles Freestanding Accessory Rack

Bolt-on Accessory Rack Seat w/ Wheels

TAR1

M99TAR2

accommodates multiple accessories for organized storage

available option for 900 series towers

available option for wheelchair-accessible 900 series towers

multiple grips for added exercise variety

available option for 900 series towers to connect adjustable columns 

accommodates multiple accessories for organized storage

available option for 900 series towers

COCB
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OPEN RACK
MG-A694 MG-A694-9

MG-A694N MG-A694-9N

OPTIONS & COMPONENTS (P/N)

OPT1R OPT6 OPT11 OPT24 OPT27AD

OPT2 OPT7R OPT13 OPT26 A694P

OPT3R OPT8R OPT14 OPT26R RP4794

OPT4 OPT10 OPT16 OPT27AA

HALF RACK
MG-A690 MG-A690-7 MG-A690-9

MG-A690N MG-A690-7N MG-A690-9N

OPTIONS & COMPONENTS (P/N)

OPT2 OPT7 OPT13  OPT21 OPT27AD

OPT3 OPT8 OPT16 OPT24 A690P

OPT5 OPT10 OPT17 OPT26 RP90

OPT6 OPT11 OPT17B OPT27AA

POWER RACK
MG-A47 MG-A47-7 MG-A47-9

MG-A47N MG-A47-7N MG-A47-9N

OPTIONS & COMPONENTS (P/N)

OPT1R OPT7R OPT12  OPT17R OPT26R RP4794

OPT3R OPT8R OPT13 OPT17RB OPT27AA

OPT4 OPT10 OPT14 OPT25 OPT27AD

OPT6 OPT11 OPT16 OPT26 A47P

DOUBLE HALF RACK
MG-A691 MG-A691-7 MG-A691-9

MG-A691N MG-A691-7N MG-A691-9N

OPTIONS & COMPONENTS (P/N)

OPT2 OPT7 OPT13  OPT17B OPT27AA

OPT3 OPT8 OPT14 OPT21 OPT27AD

OPT5 OPT10 OPT16 OPT24 A691P

OPT6 OPT11 OPT17 OPT26 RP91

MEGA POWER RACK
MG-MR47

MG-MR47N

OPTIONS & COMPONENTS (P/N)

OPT1R OPT7R MOPT11 OPT15 OPT25 MR47P

OPT3R OPT8R OPT12  OPT17R OPT26 RP4794

OPT6 OPT10 MOPT13 OPT17RB OPT26R

MEGA DOUBLE HALF RACK
MG-MR691

MG-MR691N

OPTIONS & COMPONENTS (P/N)

OPT2 OPT7 MOPT11 OPT17 OPT24 MRP9091

OPT3 OPT8 MOPT13 OPT17B OPT26

OPT6 OPT10 OPT15 OPT22 MR691P

MEGA OPEN RACK
MG-MR694

MG-MR694N

OPTIONS & COMPONENTS (P/N)

OPT1R OPT6 OPT10 OPT15 OPT26R

OPT2 OPT7R MOPT11 OPT24 MR694P

OPT3R OPT8R MOPT13 OPT26 MRP4794

MEGA HALF RACK
MG-MR690

MG-MR690N

OPTIONS & COMPONENTS (P/N)

OPT2 OPT7 MOPT11 OPT17 OPT24 MRP9091

OPT3 OPT8 MOPT13 OPT17B OPT26

OPT6 OPT10 OPT15 OPT22 MR690P
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RACKS
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS SHIPPING WEIGHT 

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES) METRIC ENGLISH 

L W H L W H KG LBS.

MG-MR47 MEGA Power Rack 193 203 246 76 80 97 397 875

MG-MR690 MEGA Half Rack 155 203 246 61 80 97 302 665

MG-MR694 MEGA Open Rack 193 203 246 76 80 97 352 775

MG-MR691 MEGA Double Half Rack 307 203 246 121 80 97 614 1355

MG-A47 Power Rack 183 188 244 72 74 96 293 645

MG-A690 Half Rack 145 188 244 57 74 96 223 492

MG-A694 Open Rack 183 188 244 72 74 96 261 575

MG-A691 Double Half Rack 295 234 241 116 92 95 454 1000
 

PLATE-LOADED
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS PRODUCT WEIGHT 

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES) METRIC ENGLISH 

L W H L W H KG LBS.

MG-A422 Vertical Bench Press 122 163 198 48 64 78 138 305

MG-A416 Supine Bench Press 193 165 99 76 65 39 104 230

MG-A417 Incline Bench Press 183 147 130 72 58 51 100 220

MG-A480 Vertical Decline Bench Press 127 175 201 50 69 79 138 305

MG-A414 Shoulder Press 142 147 135 56 58 53 91 200

MG-A420 Seated Row 168 130 104 66 51 41 98 215

MG-A435 Lat Pulldown 178 132 208 70 52 82 95 210

MG-A51 Leg Press 229 155 150 90 61 59 268 590

MG-A50 Hack Squat 226 165 163 89 65 64 243 535

MG-A486 Standing Calf 145 84 173 57 33 68 97 214

MG-A53 Seated Calf 114 61 76 45 24 30 70 155

MG-405 Reverse Back Extension 150 109 145 59 43 57 134 295

MG-404 4-way Neck 84 147 165 33 58 65 79 175
 

FREE WEIGHTS cont.
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS PRODUCT WEIGHT 

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES) METRIC ENGLISH 

L W H L W H KG LBS.

MG-A688 3-tier Flat-tray Dumbbell Rack 71 257 114 28 101 45 186 410

MG-A44 3-tier Beauty Bell Rack 51 102 112 22 40 44 72 158

MG-A303 Attachment Storage Rack 122 114 178 48 45 70 73 160

MG-A301 Horizontal Plate Rack 183 33 46 72 13 18 34 75

MG-A305 Hi Boy Bumper Plate Rack 142 61 137 56 24 54 45 100

MG-SUP Step-up Platform w/ Handle 91.4 40.6 124.5 36 16 49 34 75
 

MULTI-STATION TOWERS
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS PRODUCT WEIGHT WEIGHT STACK 

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES) METRIC ENGLISH METRIC ENGLISH

L W H L W H KG LBS. KG LBS.

MG-924 Adjustable Crossover 69 366 234 27 144 92 330 728 (2) 102 (2) 225

MG-923 Adjustable Pulley 107 117 234 42 46 92 155 342 102 225

MG-DP923 Dual Adjustable Pulley 107 117 234 42 46 92 163 360 102 225

MG-922 Chest Press 127 99 229 50 39 90 211 465 120 265

MG-936 Rear Delt / Fly 135 81 229 53 32 90 194 428 103 228

MG-921 Lat Pulldown 127 69 234 50 27 92 231 510 138 305

MG-DP921 Dual-pulley Lat Pulldown 127 69 234 50 27 92 244 538 138 305

MG-926 Low Row 216 69 234 85 27 92 236 520 138 305

MG-DP926 Dual-pulley Low Row 216 69 234 85 27 92 243 535 138 305

MG-946 Lat Pulldown / Low Row 198 69 234 78 27 92 215 475 138 305

MG-937 Dip / Chin Assist 170 97 234 67 38 92 181 400 75 165

MG-911 Biceps Curl 191 81 234 75 32 92 159 350 68 150

MG-942 Triceps Pushdown 107 117 234 42 46 92 220 485 84 185

MG-947 Biceps / Triceps 107 117 234 42 46 92 170 375 111 245

MG-903 Leg Press 234 86 234 92 34 92 318 700 184 405

MG-901 Leg Extension 173 69 229 68 27 90 234 515 120 265

MG-902 Prone Leg Curl 246 69 229 97 27 90 215 475 102 225

MG-ADA23 Adjustable Pulley 79 69 218 31 27 86 155 342 102 225

MG-ADA2220 Chest Press / Row 117 99 218 46 39 86 231 510 109 240

MG-ADA1121 Biceps / Lat Pulldown 132 74 218 52 29 86 242 534 103 228

MG-ADA18 Pec Deck 81 102 218 32 40 86 189 416 103 228
 

FREE WEIGHTS
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS PRODUCT WEIGHT 

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES) METRIC ENGLISH 

L W H L W H KG LBS.

MG-A678 Breaker Olympic Flat Bench 173 168 130 68 66 51 94 207

MG-A78 Olympic Flat Bench 163 168 130 64 66 51 73 160

MG-A679 Breaker Olympic Incline Bench 170 168 160 67 66 63 126 277

MG-A79 Olympic Incline Bench 170 168 160 67 66 63 107 235

MG-A680 Breaker Olympic Decline Bench 206 168 135 81 66 53 107 235

MG-A80 Olympic Decline Bench 201 168 137 79 66 54 82 180

MG-A645 Breaker Olympic Shoulder Bench 135 138 183 53 66 72 118 260

MG-A45 Olympic Shoulder Bench 127 138 165 50 66 65 137 303

C895 3-way Olympic Bench 167 180 173 71 66 68 155 342

MG-A85 Multi-adjustable Bench 135 58 51 53 23 20 43 95

MG-A59 Flat Bench 142 58 46 56 23 18 25 55

MG-A86 Multi-adjustable Bench w/ Decline 163 61 51 64 24 20 54 120

MG-A87 Utility Bench 142 66 89 56 26 35 31 68

MG-A695 Flat-to-incline Bench w/ Horizontal Adjustment 137 76 51 54 30 20 64 140

MG-A71 Standing Arm Curl 119 79 104 47 31 41 61 135

MG-A62 Preacher Curl 119 76 99 47 30 39 57 125

MG-A63C VKR w/ Chin 150 74 241 59 29 95 113 249

MG-A61 Adjustable Decline Bench 163 64 81 64 25 32 45 99

MG-A77 Adjustable Ab Bench 155 69 145 61 27 57 59 131

MG-A81 Squat Rack 206 138 196 81 66 77 120 265

MG-A96 Glute Ham Bench 157 91 130 62 36 51 136 300

MG-A93 Back Extension Bench 124 79 97 49 31 38 39 87

MG-A68 Barbell Rack 112 66 168 44 26 66 70 154

MG-A67 Weight Tree 69 58 91 27 23 36 23 50

MG-A84 2-tier Dumbbell Rack w/ Saddles 46 239 81 18 94 32 91 200

MG-A42 3-tier Dumbbell Rack w/ Saddles 76 244 114 30 96 45 113 250

MG-A696 2-tier Flat-tray Dumbbell Rack 61 257 89 24 101 35 120 265
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OPTIONS
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS PRODUCT WEIGHT 

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES) METRIC ENGLISH 

L W H L W H KG LBS.

OPT1R Reverse J-hooks 36 13 25 14 5 10 14 30

OPT3 Dip Bars 89 5 25 35 2 10 16 35

OPT13 Land Mine Attachment 48 30 13 19 12 5 2 5

OPT14 Nameplate 107 20 42 8 5 10

OPT16 Core Handle 48 79 5 19 31 2 5 10

OPT17 Jammin Arms 94 53 94 37 21 37 49 108

OPT21 Safety Arm Storage 20 20 8 8 8 3 3 6

OPT4 3-peg Band Pegs 20 102 8 8 40 3 12 26

OPT7 Step-up Platform 81 61 36 32 24 14 19 41

OPT8 Technique Scoops 66 41 38 26 16 15 39 86

OPT2 Rotating Chin Handles 18 109 28 7 43 11 11 25

OPT26 Fat Bar J-hooks 47 18 34 18.5 7 13.25 16 35

OPT11 Platform Ramp 15 107 8 6 42 3 10 22

OPT6 Squat Handles 23 23 13 9 9 5 7 16

OPT10 Custom Platform Logo

OPT24 Straight Chin Bar Option 109 7.6 34 43 3 13.25 6.8 15

COCB Cross Over Bar w/ Chin Handles 244 30.5 8.9 96 12 3.5 23.1 51

TAR-1 Freestanding Accessory Rack 67 64 72 26.5 25 28.5 15 33

TAR-2 Bolt-on Acessory Rack 66 29 74 26 11.5 29 7.7 17

M99 Seat w/ Wheels 85 60 42 33.5 23.7 16.5 11.3 25
 

STRENGTH WARRANTY (USA ONLY)

Frame (Not Coatings)** 10 years

Weight Stacks 5 years

Pulleys 5 years

Pivot Bearings 5 years

Other Items Not Specified 3 years

Labor 3 years

Upholstery / Cables / Springs / Grips 1 year

Accessories 6 months

Parts 1 year

Labor (Excluding Upholstery / Cables / Grips) 1 year

Upholstery / Cables / Grips / Springs 90 days

** Frame is defined as the welded-metal base of the unit and does not include removable parts. 

Note : All specifications are subject to change without notice. Actual products may differ from those pictured in this catalog. Olympic bars, dumbbells and 
weight plates are not included unless specified.

NOTE: Actual colors may vary from the colors seen on your viewing screen or print.

Product pricing is reflective of standard upholstery only. 

Other color options available at an additional charge.

Logo requirements: Adobe Illustrator CS3 or later vector file.

Custom upholstery colors available. Contact your Matrix sales representative for pricing information.

Upholstery Options

Black / Standard

Graphite (Optional)

Slate Blue (Optional)

Alloy (Optional)

Clay Red (Optional)

American Beauty (Optional)
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